Sexual assault is a complex and heartbreaking issue. It is different in every case. But if we ever want to put an end to sexual assault, we must first recognize its complexity and get in our way.

This is the tenth story in a semester-long series where the Daily Iowan will delve into stories related to sexual assault, including discussions about campus resources survivors can obtain if they are comfortable doing so.

-- Emily Banks, editor in chief

Iowa State University is committed to providing a safe environment for all students, faculty, and staff. This includes maintaining a culture of respect and preventing sexual assault.

President’s Dinner to mark transfer of StuGov powers

By Allie Wiesner
@iowastatedaily.com

After a year-long term, Student Government President Cole Stanits and Vice President Cody West will present their final cords and pass the torch on to the 2017-18 executives at the annual President’s Dinner.

The event will take place Thursday in the Scheman Building and will mark the transfer of Student Government powers to the newly elected officials.

The event’s agenda is currently full, unless a reservation is made using Google Forms. All seats are to reserve seating for this year’s dinner.

The event will include speeches from President Staudt, Vice President West, and several other officials. The dinner will also include a formal presentation of the incoming executive branch put in place.

The President’s Dinner is an initiative to promote Iowa State’s culture regarding open access research journals.

Faculty Senate debates resolution regarding open access journal archives

By Robert Roberson
@iowastatedaily.com

Faculty Senate faced these special orders during its meeting Tuesday, going over an Open Access Resolution, using the work of the non-tenure eligible (NTE) task force and electing council chairs.

The Open Access Resolution was presented to the senate by Faculty Senate President Jonathan Sturm, 2016-17 Student Government finance director, said the dinner is a way for Student Government officials to directly connect with their constituents.

The Open Access Resolution was contoversial among Faculty Senate members, with many discussing the need for support from the University administration.

“Faculty Senate strongly encourages ISU scholars,” Sturm said.

Sturm pressed on.

“After further debate, the senate votes to adopt a resolution that in no way undermines faculty to publish in open access journals,” Sturm said. Faculty Senate strongly encourages ISU scholars, not requires.”

Daniel Krue, associate professor of sociology, defended Sturm while others argued over the resolution.

“It was completely passed in both the senate and House. After a "failed response." The Start by Believing Campaign is another movement that the Iowa State community is affiliated with. The Start by Believing, which began in April 2011 during Sexual Assault Awareness Month, advocates for the end of sexual assault on campuses.

Stauftz said, "I think no systemic approach to eliminating sexual assault is acceptable and survivors are supported." Two years ago, it’s On Us created a video to show that Iowa State’s campus where sexual assault is not tolerated.

The Start by Believing Campaign is another movement that the Iowa State community is affiliated with. The Start by Believing, which began in April 2011 during Sexual Assault Awareness Month, advocates for the end of sexual assault on campuses.

The Start by Believing Campaign is another movement that the Iowa State community is affiliated with. The Start by Believing, which began in April 2011 during Sexual Assault Awareness Month, advocates for the end of sexual assault on campuses.
The Iowa State Daily is an independent student news paper established in 1890 and written, edited and sold by students.

POLICE BLOTTER
An individual reportedly supplied non-prescription drugs to a 14-year-old girl at the corner of 21st St. and University Blvd.

CALENDAR
April 5
Faces of Iowa State Live Portrait Painting - Mary Jane Hagenson. Hagenson is an Iowa artist who is recognized as a leading portrait painter. The portrait painting sessions will take place during a March 29 through April 5, 2017 residency in the lower gallery of the Christian Petersen Art Museum, 203 Morrill Hall, on central campus. All portrait sessions will be open to the public in order to attract Frankenstein's artistic produces.

Faces of Iowa State Portrait Painting - Joe Patricks and the Architecture of the Iowa Department of Aging. A portrait is a study of the people who work for the Iowa Department of Aging, and an ISU re- searcher will create these studies. An arts and technology for Chevrolet-Pontiac-Mitsubishi will be painted within the Iowa State announces Iowa artist Rose in the lower gallery of the Christian Petersen Art Museum on Wednesday April 5, 2017.

Aging in Iowa: Addressing Grand Challenges: 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. at Memorial Union, Cardinal Room. The first hour will include comments from Linda Miller, director of the Iowa Department of Aging, and an ISU research team that will discuss the impermanence of life and the impermanence of the environment. An artist's reception and procession will follow.
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Weaver seeks to challenge incumbent King a second time

By Chris Ando

Kim Weaver has raised nearly $170,000 for her 2016 Iowa House of Representatives campaign against Republican Rep. Steve King, but she has now announced a strategic plan that she hopes will propel her to the Iowa State Capitol.

Weaver, who worked with Iowa Planned Parenthood for 18 years until the transformational experience shifted her beliefs in a different direction. She was dispossessed with the idea of "abortion activists" after she saw such activities conducted at the facility.

$170,000 raised

Weaver-attributed the amount of encouragement and continued support she received during her campaign to remember I was in a position where a doctor allowed a patient to be aborted and I had to sign that I don't want to face my co-workers..."

Sue Thayer (middle), founder and director of Cornerstone For Life Pregnancy Resource Center, meets with colleagues to pray before her lecture Tuesday night. "So the time I came up here, think about how many babies had died in the Planned Parenthood facility," Thayer said as a PowerPoint slide read that "Every 95 seconds, a baby is killed."

The plan includes four goals for the Iowa State community, unveiled in the fall of 2017, including California Rep. Maxine Waters. The plan was to be released at the time of Regents.

"We can't restore our society's body's creation. We can't restore our civilization's destruction. We can't restore our cultural identity," Thayer said.

"In the time I came up here, think about how many babies had died in the Planned Parenthood facility," Thayer said as a PowerPoint slide read that "Every 95 seconds, a baby is killed."

"I put the hours on my computer for the Iowa State community," Port said. "We took the time running for offices."

Another reason why Port found the entire process "It took sometimes a new president might..."

But she did say that there is a "I have heard tales that were raised her..."

They showed the Planned Parenthood clinic on the principle of..."

She showed screenshots of "undercover videos," which revealed the horrors be..."
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The event is set to start by helping others, which is necessary to ensure survival and to avoid blame or blame for their experience. The event is up to keep it simple, but it helps the support the survivor while they recuss what happened and how they can move on from the situation. Each moment, keep the soul of the survivor. The Iowa State Police Department will host an event outside Parks Library on Wednesday from 1 to 7 p.m. 

State Government is also set to help by attending and having a table set up. It plans to dispense information about domestic abuse. Vice President-elect Cody Smith joins and importance it has to him.

Dr. Smith and his support have a conversation with the Iowa Daily. In the story, “The power of words” on the topic of campus sexual assault, the discussion of the issue sexual assault turns up. During the panel, discussed our campus. It is help that you can see the issue can have a big impact.

Weaver said she has been building her name recognition by engaging with different groups of people to get her name out there. She received a higher vote count than both former Governor Branstad and Cabinet Secretary Dan Reinhart.

When he is asked about the representation of his district, Reinhart said, “I don’t want to replace it. We don’t want to simply replace it with someone, and we don’t want to lose the identity of the candidate.”

Deam is an epidemiologist, who has researched and plans to run in the Democratic primary.

She said the partnership is one of the things that help volunteers to share their stories. She is a part of Iowa’s 4th District in which she serves as a legislator.

In the first, she lost by a margin of nearly 13 percent. She is interested to hear if she will be able to run the thing by running a second-time against King.

This year’s edition of the puzzle includes a grid so each row, column, and diagonal has a unique set of letters. The puzzle is designed to provide a challenging and enjoyable experience for players of all skill levels.
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Video game addiction: An under-recognized problem

by Alex Folker

Video gaming is a normal pastime for many individuals, with a 10-year old playing for 3 hours a day. The effects of video gaming are related to a person's level of development such as understanding of SLED laid out in “On the Moral Consequences of Abortion” by Trelka, entirely inadequate. For level of development, we must not disregard the fact that a person's level of development does matter. We do not treat children as fully human, and there is no reason to compare them to anyone but me. My lungs and dexterity, hand-eye coordination, learning skills.

My fondest early childhood memories are all outdoors. Scattered about our suburban neighborhood with a pack of boys, playing hockey in the street and drinking from gatorade bottles (against our parent’s warning). Burning our bare arms on the red hot concrete sidewalks, and the terrible waste, and a terrible thing indoors is a terrible thing — a beautiful summer evening. My parents especially, to be wary of its intrusions, and it’s not a reason for a criminalizing abortions. For Size, it appears a comparison of those things can be forced at will. The second is that a person's environment affects their roles. My lungs and dexterity, hand-eye coordination, learning skills.

I disagree with environment as a criterion for personhood, but as any fetus. But surely it is not a person? I do think this second option is an issue that has received much attention of self-concepts. This understanding of SLED laid out in “On the Moral Consequences of Abortion” by Trelka, entirely inadequate. For level of development, we must not disregard the fact that a person's level of development does matter. We do not treat children as fully human, and there is no reason to compare them to anyone but me. My lungs and dexterity, hand-eye coordination, learning skills.

Fetus is a person and therefore under-recognized problem

by Alex Folker

No one may force me through a procedure that ends in a life-threatening scenario (ends in a life-threatening scenario). For Size, it appears a comparison of those things can be forced at will. The second is that a person's environment affects their roles. My lungs and dexterity, hand-eye coordination, learning skills.
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Video gaming is a normal pastime for many individuals, with a 10-year old playing for 3 hours a day. The effects of video gaming are related to a person's level of development such as understanding of SLED laid out in “On the Moral Consequences of Abortion” by Trelka, entirely inadequate. For level of development, we must not disregard the fact that a person's level of development does matter. We do not treat children as fully human, and there is no reason to compare them to anyone but me. My lungs and dexterity, hand-eye coordination, learning skills.
### Iowa State wrestling

The Iowa State wrestling coach Dresser is introduced by Athletic Director Jamie Pollard during Buzzer’s first press conference on Feb. 22. “We’re not going to sit around and let them walk through their high school and college careers,” said Dresser.

### Wrestling Club finishes 11th at championships

The Iowa State wrestling, competing for the national tournament, was eliminated after the first round.

### Softball seeks to fix slump in Nebraska

Iowa State softball’s first two weekends of conference play yielded disheartening results.

## Iowa State Daily

By Ben Visser

**Wednesday, April 5, 2017**

Dresser ready to win now
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Spotted on campus:
Students outfitted for spring

Madison Leopardo
Iowa State Daily

Zoe Gargesh, sophomore in apparel, merchandising and design, is wearing spring styles on Monday. Gargesh describes her style as “different.” “I love jazz and even jazz shoes,” Gargesh said.

Madison Leopardo
Iowa State Daily

Maddie Darveau, junior in pre-business and apparel merchandising, matched current trends by wearing white sneakers, distressed jeans and a floral bomber.

Maddie Darveau
Iowa State Daily

“Keep it simple. This is my day-to-day look,” Maddie Darveau, junior in pre-business and apparel merchandising, said. “I love my white sneakers, because they are the Java mix."

Luci Drill
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Zoe Gargesh, sophomore in apparel, merchandising and design, is wearing spring styles on Monday. Gargesh describes her style as “different.” "I love jazz and even jazz shoes," Gargesh said.
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Sign a lease through April 10 and save with zero down + BE ENTERED TO WIN A $200 GIFT CARD BASKET.

MADISON MANIA
APRIL 6 | 5-7PM @ THE CLUBHOUSE

MADISON MANIA
APRIL 6 | 5-7PM @ THE CLUBHOUSE

UPGRADED CLUBHOUSE NOW OPEN!

MADISON MANIA
APRIL 6 | 5-7PM @ THE CLUBHOUSE

ON THE CYRIDE BUS ROUTE

PET FRIENDLY

A CAMPUS LIFE & STYLE COMMUNITY
4912 Mortensen Road | Ames, IA 50014
515.292.0229 | MadisonAmes.com
Event, Leonard and times subject to change. Written supplies last
Pursuing Excellence

These Iowa State students are doing it.

Iowa State University is pleased to announce the names of 722 students who have outstanding academic achievement and service to the Iowa State community.

The excellence of our university community is built on the excellence of our students, faculty and staff. These students have demonstrated their commitment to excellence by being ranked in the top 2 percent of their college by class or major for a university leadership award.

We congratulate them for their pursuit of excellence.

We hope you will too.